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For lab managers wanting an affordable, simple to operate and easy to install
steam steriliser the self-contained Priorclave C40 benchtop laboratory autoclave
is the perfect choice - a featured-packed, competitively priced compact autoclave
offering truly exceptional value.
There are a number of options developed by this British
specialist in laboratory autoclave manufacturer including
vacuum ideal for those research laboratories carrying out lowvolume sterilisation of items such as bagged mixed plastic
waste, tubing and narrow bore glassware as well as models
ideal for those operating Cat3 labs.
On arrival the benchtop autoclave requires simply plugging
into a 230V supply, every sterilising process easily
programmed through the proven TACTROL® microprocessor
controller - just set temperature and time, select any options
needed and press start, operation is fully automatic once the cycle has started.
Each model in the C40 benchtop range has a 40 litre x 350mm diameter chamber accessed
through a wide aperture door which makes for easy loading and emptying of the sterilising
chamber. The door mechanism incorporates a high level of personnel safety with interlock
preventing opening at elevated temperatures and pressures.
The C40 benchtop laboratory autoclave is the perfect choice for start-up laboratories or
those with low sterilising throughputs. At the end of the initial warranty period Priorclave is
able to maintain full autoclave functionality, reliability and performance through Planned
Maintenance Programmes. These are designed to ensure the longevity of the original
purchase, helping reduce the overall cost of ownership.
Designed and manufactured by one of Britain’s top laboratory autoclave producer, it has an
extremely small footprint, ensuring that even the smallest laboratory could consider this
highly efficient and reliable front loading benchtop autoclave. Investing in the Priorclave
brand means access to an exceptional level of customer pre and after-sales support
through a dedicated team always on-hand to provide expert advice, ensuring each and
every laboratory maximises the use of these robust autoclaves.
The C40 benchtop autoclave is part of an extensive Priorclave laboratory autoclave range
that includes compact top loading machines, large format frontloading and powerdoor
autoclaves as well as double-door autoclaves. Priorclave has also developed a large range
of optional extras that can be fitted to tailor each autoclave purchase ensuring it delivers the
ultimate sterilising performance matched to the application.
More about the Priorclave C40 benchtop laboratory autoclave
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